From a search for electron pairs produced in ~p collisions at x/7 = 550 GeV we report the observation of eight events which we interpret as resulting from the process ~ + p ~ Z 0 + anything, followed by the decay Z 0 ~ e + + e-or Z ° -~ e + + e-+ T, where Z 0 is the neutral Intermediate Vector Boson postulated by the unified electroweak theory. We use four of these events to measure the Z ° mass M z = 91.9 + 1.3 +-1.4 (systematic) GeV/c z.
The recent observation of single isolated electrons with high transverse momentum in events with missing transverse energy [2, 31 is consistent with the process + p ~ W e + anything, followed by lhe decay W' --+ e + + u(u-), where W is the charged IVB.
We report here the observation in tire UA2 detector of eight events which we interpret in terms of the reaction + p ~ Z 0 + anything ~+e++e ore++e +'y,
where Z 0 is the neutral IVB. The observation of these events, which have been found in a data sample corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 131 nb 1, agrees with the SU(2) X U(I) model and with the recent results of the UA1 experiment [4] .
2. The detector. The experimental apparatus [5] is shown in fig. I . At the centre of the apparatus a system of cylindrical chambers (the vertex detector) measures charged particle trajectories in a region without magnetic field. The vertex detector consists of: (a) four multi-wire proportional chambers having cathode strips with pulse height read-out at -+45 ° to the wires; (b) two drift chambers with measurement of the charge division on a total of 12 wires per track. These chambers are used both to obtain tracking information and to evaluate the most likely ionisation I (in units of equivalent minimum ionising particles, mip) associated with each track. From the reconstructed charged particle tracks the position of the event vertex is deternlined with a precision of +-1 mm in all directions.
The vertex detector is surrounded by an electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter [6] (the central calorimeter), which covers the polar angle interval 40 ° < 0 < 140 ° and the full azimuth. This calorimeter is segmented into 240 cells, each covering 15 ° in q~ and 10 ° in 0 and built in a tower structure pointing to the centre of the interaction region. The cells are segmented longitudinally into a l 7 radiation lengths thick electromagnetic compartment (lead-scintillator) followed by two hadronic compartments (iron-scintillator) of ~ 2 absorption lengths each. The light from each compartment is channelled to two photomultipliers (PMs) by means of BBQ-doped light guides on opposite sides of the cell.
In the angular region covered by the central calorimeter a cylindrical tungsten converter, 1.5 radiation lengths thick, followed by a cylindrical proportional chamber, is located just after the vertex detector. This chamber, named C5 (see fig. 1 ), has cathode strips at -+45 ° to the wires. We measure the pulse height on the cathode strips and the charge division on the wires. This device localises electromagnetic showers initiated in the tungsten with a precision of 3 ram.
For the first 15 nb 1 of integrated luminosity, collected during the Autunm of 1982, the azinmthal coverage of the central calorimeter was only 300 ° . The remaining interval (+30 ° around the horizontal plane) was covered by a magnetic spectrometer which included a lead-glass wall, to measure charged and neutral particle production [7, 8] .
The two forward regions (20 ° < 0 < 37.5 ° and 142.5 ° < 0 "< 160°), are each equipped with twelve toroidal magnet sectors with an average field integral of 0.38 Tin. Each sector is instrumented with:
(a) Three drift chambers [9] located after the magnetic field region. Each chamber consists of three planes, with wires at -7 °, 0 °, +7 °, with respect to the magnetic field direction.
(b) A 1.4 radiation lengths thick lead-iron converter, followed by a chamber [10] consisting of two pairs of layers of 20 diameter proportional tubes (MTPC), staggered by a tube radius and equipped with pulse height measurement. There is a 77 ° angle between the tubes of the two pairs of layers, with the tubes of the first one being parallel to the magnetic field direction. This device localises electromagnetic showers with a precision of <~ 8 mm.
(c) An electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of lead-scintillator counters assembled in ten independent cells, each covering 15 ° in q~ and 3.5 ° in 0. Each cell is subdivided into two independent longitudinal sections, 24 and 6 radiation lengths thick, the latter providing rejection against hadrons. The light from each section is collected by two BBQ-doped light guides on opposite sides of the cell.
in order to implement a trigger sensitive to electrons of high transverse momentum, the PM gains in all calorimeters were adjusted so that their signals were proportional to the transverse energy. Because of the cell dimensions, electromagnetic showers initiated by electrons may be shared among adjacent cells. Trigger thresholds were applied, therefore, to linear sums of signals from matrices of 2 X 2 cells, rather than to individual cells. In the central calorimeter, all possible 2 X 2 matrices were considered; in the two forward ones, we included only those made up of cells belonging to the same sector. A trigger signal was generated whenever the transverse energy deposition in at least two such matrices, separated in azimuth by more than 60 °, exceeded a threshold corresponding to a transverse energy deposition of 3.5 GeV.
All calorimeters have been calibrated in a 10 GeV beam from the CERN PS, using incident electrons and muons. The stability of the calibration has since been monitored using a light flasher system, a Co 60 source and a measurement of the average energy flow into each module for unbiased fp collisions [6] . The systematic uncertainty in the energy calibration of the electromagnetic calorimeters for the data discussed here amounts to an average value of +1.5%. The cellto-cell calibration uncertainty has a distribution with an rms of 3%.
The response of the calorimeters to electrons, and to single and multi-hadrons, has been measured at the CERN PS and SPS using beams from I to 70 GeV/c. In particular, both longitudinal and transverse shower developments have been studied, as well as the effect of particles impinging near the cell boundaries. The energy resolution for electrons is measured to be OE/E = O. 14/X/ff(E in GeV).
Data analysis.
The full data sample consists of approximately 7 × 105 triggers, which correspond to an integrated luminosity L = 131 nb -1.
An initial selection is made by rejecting all events which are identified as due to sources other than ~p collisions (<10% of the entire sample, mainly beam gas background and cosmic rays), in the surviving events, a search is made for configurations consistent with the presence of electrons among the collision products. An electron is identified from the observation of:
(a) A track measured in the wire chambers. (b) A large signal detected in the preshower counters (C5 in tile central detector or the MTPCs in the two forward regions).
(c) An energy deposition in the calorimeters with small lateral sizes and limited penetration into the hadronic compartments.
And from the quality of the matching in space among these three properties.
Since the primary goal of this analysis is the detection of process (1), we first reduce the data sample by requiring the total electromagnetic transverse energy to exceed 30 GeV and the presence of a pair of energy clusters having an invariant mass in excess of 50 GeV/c 2 as calculated in the following way.
In the central calorimeter clusters are obtained by joining all electromagnetic cells which share a common side and contain at least 0.5 GeV. A contribution from the cells having at least one side in common with a cluster cell is also added.
The forward calorimeter clusters consist of at most two adjacent cells having the same azimuth (here the cell is far from the interaction point and much larger than the lateral extension of an electromagnetic shower, and the dead region between cells at different azimuths is too large to allow clustering across it).
In both cases the cluster energy Ecl is defined as ffcl = Eem + Ehad where Eem is the sum of tile energies deposited in the electromagnetic compartments of the cluster cells and Eha d is the corresponding sum for the hadronic compartments.
The invariant mass is calculated under the assumption tha! tile event vertex is at the centre of the apparatus. We use the cluster centroids to define the momenta.
The remaining data sample contains 7427 events. These events are then fully reconstructed and their invariant massM is calculated again, this time taking into account the exact position of the event vertex. The difference between this new value and the previous one does not exceed 2 GeV/c 2.
At this stage the event sample is dominated by twojet events [ 11] . However, while Ecl measures correctly the energy of jets produced in tlle central region, it is in general a gross underestimate of that of forward jets, for which the calorimeter thickness is only 88% of an absorption length. As a consequence, the sample contains many more events having both clusters in tire centra] calorinreter than events with at least one cluster in tire forward regions, because the jet momentum distribution falls off steeply with increasing jet transverse momentum [ 1 1 ] .
In order to select events with sinrilar characteristics in the central and forward regions and to enhance the electron signal, we further reduce the sample by requiring that both clusters have a small lateral size in the electronragnetic compartment of the calorimeter and a limited energy leakage in the hadronic conrpartment.
For clusters in the central calorinreter, cluster sizes R o, R¢~ are calculated from the cluster centroid and the values of the angles 0 and ~b at ttre cell centres, weighted by their energy depositions. The conditions R o, R 0 < 0.5 cell sizes are required.
In the two forward calorimeters we require that tire sum of tire energies deposited in the cells adjacent to tile cluster cells does not exceed 3 GeV.
Tile condition that tire showers have only a snrall energy leakage in the hadronic compartments of the calorimeters is applied by requiring that the ratio H = Ehad/Ecl does not exceed a value H0, equal to 0.02 for the forward calorimeters, and 0.023 + 0.034 X In Ecl, where Ecl is in GeV, for the central one.
The cuts applied at this stage are very loose and are satisfied by more than 95% of isolated electrons between 10 and 80 GeV, as verified experimentally using test beam data. They reduce the event sample to 24 events, whose invariant mass distribution is shown in fig. 2a . There are 12 events with both clusters in the central region, 8 events with one cluster in the central and the other in the forward regions, and 4 events with both clusters in the forward regions.
The sample with both clusters in the central region has been reduced by a factor ~430 by the cuts on cluster size and hadronic leakage.
In the following step we define a series of additional criteria for electron identification. We use measurements of the response of various parts of the de- tector to isolated electrons [6, 9, 10 ] from which we evaluate approximate cut efficiencies r/. The cuts are described in table 1 for both the central and forward regions. The efficiencies resulting from the simultaneous application of all selection criteria are at least as large as the products of the individual efficiencies r/, namely 67% for the central region and 83% for the forward regions.
We have studied the effect of applying these criteria to our original event sample. We find that the rejection power of any one of these cuts enters as the square when applied to both clusters simultaneously. Furthermore the shape of the mass distribution shows no dependence, within statistics, on the combination of cuts used. These two observations provide a simple method to estimate the background contribution from two-jet events to any mass region in a sample of events surviving a given combination of cuts. Fig. 2b shows the mass distribution for the events of fig. 2a with at least one cluster satisfying all of the electron identification criteria. There are eight events in this plot which cluster around a mass value of ~90 GeV/c 2. A list of relevant parameters for these events (named A-H) is given in tables 2 -4. For clusters passing cut 3 of table 1 the cluster energy has been corrected to account for the calorimeter response as a function of the electron incidence angle and impact point. The corrected energy value, together with tile measured track direction, has been used to calculate the invariant mass plotted in figs. 2a and 2b.
An upper limit on the background contribution to the eight events in fig. 2b can be inferred from fig. 2a under lhe assumption that background events have the same mass distribution in both samples. By comparing the event populations above and below 80 GeV/e 2 we find an upper limit (90% CL) of 0.32 background Its inclusion results in a mass increase of ~ 3 GeV/c 2.
events to the signal in fig. 2b . floweret, this allows for up to 2.3 low mass events (M< 80 GeV/c 2) in fig. 2b while in fact we observe none and may result in a substantial overestimate of the background.
A better estimate implies a more realistic evaluation of tile expected number of low mass background events in fig. 2b . This can be done starting from a much richer event sample by simply releasing cut I (hadronic leakage and cluster size) on one of the two clusters and evaluating tile relection power of cuts 2 6(applied to reduce the sample of fig. 2a to that of fig. 2b ) on the other cluster. We have checked that tile absence of significant correlation between tile fragmentations of the two jets in background events makes this procedure legitimate. Also we have taken advantage of the fact that all events in fig. 2b have at least one central cluster to restrict tile operation of releasing cut 1 to central clusters exclusively. In this way we estimate a background contribution of 0.03 events to the signal of fig. 2b .
If we apply tile electron identification criteria to both clusters, only threeevents(A C, shownascrosshatched areas in fig. 2b ) survive, with an estimated background of 2 X 10 4 events above a mass of 80 GeV/c 2. For two of them (A and C) one of the elecIrons is in the forward regions, the other electrons are in the central region. Events A and B are interpreted as resulting from reaction ( 1 ). Event (" consists of two electrons and a well separated high energy phohm (or unresolved photons such as from tile 77 decay of a rr I) or r? meson). The invariant mass value in table 2 and in fig. 2b is calculated for the three particles. We have estimated t 1 that Z 0 -> e+e -T decays with a fig. 4b .
We next discuss tile five other events (D H), in which one of the two electron candidates fails at least one of the strict selection criteria described in table l.
The forward electron candidate of event D is associated with a track measured in the vertex detector as pointing to a coil of the magnet at a place where its thickness is ~0.5 radiation lengths. Three tracks, measured in the forward drift cllambers, point to lhe energy cluster. One of them passes cut 2 but fails cut 6. Several MTPC clusters satisfy cut 4, but cuts 3 and 5 are never simultaneously satisfied (table 3 ) . This configuration is consistent with the hypothesis of an electron iniliating an electromagnetic shower in tile magnet coil. Tile mass value listed in table 2 has been calculated under this hypothesis. EVellt D belongs to the data sample collected in 1982 and has been previously publish.ed [12] . ~[he central electron candidate of event E passes all strict cuts but 4 and 5 (table 4) . Its associated C5
cluster has a charge of only 2.4 mip and is 9 -+ 2 mm away from the track impact. Tile occurrence of such a configuration in the present sample is compatible with the cut efficiencies listed in table 1 and event E is consistent with an electron pair hypothesis. We note however that lhe forward electron is accompanied by another parlicle having a measured momentum of 2.3 GeV/c and hitting the same calorimeter cell. The mass value listed in table 2 has been corrected accordingly. In minimum bias events the probability that a particle with a measured momentum >2.3 GeV/c hits a given calorimeter cell of the same 0 is only 0.2<X.
-
One of the central electron candidates of event F passes all strict cuts but cut 3. The measured ratio of the signals from the two light guides of the impact cell is 0.71 + 0.02 instead of 0.88 -+ 0.02 as predicted from the track impact. Nothing suspicious has been Rmnd in the behaviour of the calorimeter cell from the monitoring of the stability of its calibration using light flasher and Co 60 source measurements. We have also checked that the ratio between the light transmitted by the two light guides has the expected distribution in minimurn bias events. Even! F could be compatible with an electron pair hypothesis if a neutral particle (for example a hard bremsstrahlung photon) had entered the calorimeler cell very near )Is edge (-70 mrad away from the electron) causing many shower particles to cross the associated light guide. However the absence of a ('5 cluster facing this region would imply that the photon did not convert in the 1.5 radiation lengths thick converter.
The electron candidates of events G and H which do not pass the strict cuts are both observed in the central region. The latter fails cut 4 because it happens to fall in the small region (A~b = 18 °) where (?5 is non operational. We ignore ttlis fact in the present discussion. Both Jail cut 3 for the following reason: additional energy (~3 GeV) is observed in neighbour cells, inconsistent with lateral and longitudinal leakages of a shower initiated by an electron of the measured energy, In both cases this additional energy has an important component in the hadronic compartments: it is therefore difficult to ascribe it to radiative effecls. We observe no track pointing to these cells, and 11o C5 cluster facing illem. In the case of minimum bias events superimposed at random on large transverse momentum identified eleclrons we find that the probability of observing similar configurations is about 0.1 <2~. We have also checked, using the light t]asher system, that cross-talk between neighbour cells is negligible.
The presence of additional energy in these events has been ignored when calculating the invariant mass (table 2 and fig. 2 ). From tile above discussion we ~e-lain the following points:
(a)Eight events(A Hlare observed wiih at least one electron passing the strict identification criteria. Their masses chlster in tile 90 GeV/c 2 region where the expected background is only 0.03 events.
(b) Five of these events (A g) are either idenlifled as, or perfectly compatible with, e+e or e+e -')' configurations.
(ci The lhree other events (F H) have both clus- ters in the central region. In each of these events one cluster fails cut 3. Although we retain the interpretation that this cluster is in each case associated with an electron, its configuration is inconsistent with our present knowledge of the detailed response of the central calorimeter to high energy electrons. However, we shall repeat the measurements of relevance in a high energy electron beam before drawing any definite conclusion on the significance of these inconsistencies. The presence in fig. 2b of a signal free of background contamination, and the difficulties encountered in interpreting events F-H in terms of electron pairs, have led us to consider the hypothesis that the sample of fig. 2b could be contaminated by a background peaking in the (W, Z 0) mass region, but not made of genuine electron pairs. W and Z 0 decay modes other than e+p and e+e -(for example into two hadron jets) could provide such a mechanism. However we find it difficult to retain such an hypothesis because the sample of fig. 2a contains only two extra events, compatible with the background expectation of 0.7 events, in the mass region above 80 GeV/c 2.
Conclusions.
The most likely interpretation of the eight events in fig. 2b is that they all result from the decays Z ° -+ e+e or Z 0 ~ e+e-',/.
However three of these events (F-H) are not completely consistent with this hypothesis. Event D contains an electron for which the energy is not accurately measured. We restrict therefore the following discussion to the sample of four events (A-C and E) which can be used with confidence in an evaluation of the Z ° mass and width.
From these events we measure the mass of the Z 0 boson to be: M z = 91.9-+ 1.3 -+ 1.4 GeV/c 2,
where the first error accounts for measurement errors and the second for the uncertainty on the overall energy scale. The rms of this distribution is 2.6 GeV/c 2, consistent with the expected Z 0 width [13] and with our experimental resolution of ~3%.
Under the hypothesis of Breit Wigner distribution we can place an upper limit on its full width r < 11 GeV/c 2 (90% CL),
corresponding to a maximum of ~50 different neutrino types in the universe [14] . 
where 0 W is the renormalised weak mixing angle defined by modified minimal subtraction, and p is a parameter which is unity in the minimal model.
Assuming p = 1 we find sin20 w = 0.227 + 0.009.
(5)
However, we can also use the preliminary value of the W mass found in this experiment [15] M w = 81.0 + 2.5 + 1.3 GeV/e 2 .
Using the formula [13] M w = 38.5 (sin Ow)-lGeV/c2, (6) we find sin20w = 0.226 -+ 0.014, and using also eq. (4) and our experimental value ofM Z we obtain p = 1.004 + 0.052,
in agreement with the prediction of the minimal SU(2) X U(I) model, with the recent results of the UA1 experiment [4] , and with the results of low energy neutrino experiments [16] .
